Ousby
—

Ousby is a task seating range that boasts
exceptional comfort and affordability.
Designed using flexible, durable and
sustainable materials that respond to
your movements, Ousby is an organically
shaped seating range that provides
comfort and support throughout the day,
whatever the task.

Offering a contoured mesh back, Ousby
features an adjustable integrated
lumbar as standard. Its multi-functional
arms accommodate varied tasks and
user preferences. Ousby also features
a dynamic synchronised mechanism
with quick tension adjustment and back
locking in 5 positions.

Design by Senator

Standard Features (*Selected models only)

Optional Features

5 Star base

Castors for hard and soft floor coverings

65mm Hard wheel castors

Gas lift options

Dynamic synchronised mechanism with
quick tension adjustment, back locking in
five positions, including locking upright
Moulded seat foam cushion
60mm seat depth adjustment
Self-supporting mesh back
50mm Adjustable lumbar support
Height and width adjustable arms*
Height and width adjustable arms with
multi-functional arm pad*

AH - 180-280mm

SH - 445-560mm

OH - 1020-1135mm

DIMENSIONS

OW - 700mm
SW - 470mm

OD - 665mm
SD - 485mm
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ENVIRONMENTAL
Material Content

Recycled Content

Recyclability

Components are constructed
of the following

Contains up to 36.5% of
Recycled Material

The range is 100% recyclable

1.55%
Fabric

1%
Fabric

19.33%

9.5%
Steel

Steel

26%

10.5%

100%

Aluminium Castings

Polypropylene

5.65%
PU Foam

37.12%
Nylon (30% glass)

26.30%
Aluminium Castings

Environmental information for this range has been based on OUS740HA.
For more detail please refer to individual EPA sheets.

SENATOR 3 R’S
Senator is committed to continually
improving the sustainability of all
environmental aspects within our
business.
To meet both international standards and
our own environmental targets we
apply the three R’s principle
-Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.
Whilst recycling is the element which
receives the most exposure it is actually

the last option available and should never
be the prime target in anyone’s battle to
reduce waste.
It is our duty as individuals and as
a company to initially attempt to
Reduce usage. Then we should look to
Reuse wherever possible and finally,
only after these two processes have
been exhausted, should we consider
Recycling.

–Reduce
–Reuse
–Recycle

Ousby

—
FINISH OPTIONS
5 Star base available in Black,
Light Grey or Graphite Plastic
and Polished Aluminium

Self-supporting mesh back
available in Black, Grey,
Snow, Storm, Aqua, Avocado,
Sunset, Sand and Black Mono
Stripe

Ousby can be upholstered
in a broad range of contract
upholstery fabrics, vinyls and
leathers from The Senator
Group standard upholstery
collection

Black

Grey

Snow

Storm

Aqua

Avocado

Sunset

Sand

Graphite

Light Grey

Graphite (Plastic)

Light Grey (Plastic)

Plastic components available
in Black, Graphite or Light
Grey

MESH COLOURS

Black Mono Stripe

COMPONENT FINISHES

Black

BASE FINISHES

Black (Plastic)

Polished Aluminium

